
Summary:   Several sources in US, Europe and Asia are saying that we will have release of funds for currency exchange 

BEFORE MONDAY.   I have added two more confirmations to that as of last night. 

 

More information (and some discussion) about the Quantum Financial System and the method by which the banks 

will be able to store our massive amounts of currency are included here today. 

 

Praying Medic suggests a new site for Q Anon posts, as the other ones are being made dysfunctional: 

https://qntmpkts.keybase.pub    

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, 

and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

AD:      5 more days only!  
I had previously offered an invitation to my readers to participate in a world-wide trial of a new payment system.  

Invitees can sign up and get free currency, to use to pay for things in this new system.  It doesn’t cost anything to sign 

up, nor to use the currency (Called Initiative Q—it has nothing to do with Q Anon).  There are no obligations, either.  I 

now have received several more FREE slots for new invitees.  Previous invitees now can also invite people.   

Learn more at https://initiativeq.com   You can request one of those available positions by sending a request to join 

Initiative Q to me at dan@ggtrust.com . 

 

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

Here is the announcement about Iraq being out of UN sanctions; 
 

https://cbi.iq/news/view/841  

Sara posted in New Earth Room4 

 

Press Release: 

September 13, 2018  

The European Union officially announced the exit of the Central Bank of Iraq from the list of sanctions imposed by the 

European Union on the institutions, through publication in the official newspaper of the European Union, which 

confirmed the abolition of sanctions imposed on this bank under the former regime, which provided for "the prohibition 

of dealing with a group of institutions Financial and non-financial Iraqi, including the Central Bank of Iraq" This step 

comes as the Central Bank of Iraq has made significant progress in improving its performance and application of 

international regulations and standards in this field. This bank shows that under these recent amendments it will allow 

international financial banking institutions to deal with the new instructions as it has become a reliable financial 

institution to deal with European international institutions .  

https://cbi.iq/news/view/841  
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Saturday, September 15, 2018 

Operation Disclosure: GCR/RV Intel Alert for September 15, 2018 
RV/INTELLIGENCE ALERT - September 15, 2018 

 

(Disclaimer: The following is an overview of the current situation based on intelligence leaks received from several 

sources which may or may not accurate. Other confirmed sources may also be included in this overview.) 

 

The retaking of Idlib remains at a standstill. 

 

Idlib is the last major city held by the Syrian opposition. 

 

The fate of Idlib and the Syrian Civil War is being discussed at this very moment. 

 

The end of the Syrian Civil War will be a significant geopolitical victory for BRICS as well as significant progress toward 

GESARA. 

 

It is GESARA compliant for all nations to be at peace. 

 

Meanwhile on the financial front... 

 

The Philippine Peso (PHP) is set to significantly increase in value once the QFS is fully operational. 

 

The Philippines still holds a significant amount of gold from Japanese occupation during WWII. 

 

This gold has been keeping the PHP from rising/falling over the decades. 

 

The start of the RV will allow the QFS to become fully operational. 

 

The RV (exchanging/redeeming of Zimbabwe bond notes specifically) will clear Zimbabwe of their national debt. 

 

Once Zimbabwe's national debt is gone, the country's economy will soar and in return provide the world with rare 

natural resources. 

 

Zimbabwe is the catalyst. 

 

Source: Operation Disclosure 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_15.html?m=1 

 

 

 

 

I wrote yesterday about how Fireswan’s description of the Quantum Financial System made sense.  Her latest post 

doesn’t make quite as much sense.  How can an intention influence a hash function?  Perhaps in the same way that an 

intention changes electrons emitting from an electron gun from particles into waves? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J_t380X1_2A   (Say “Hi” to Dr. Quantum for me!) 

See what fireswan says; 

 

Saturday, September 15, 2018 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/operation-disclosure-gcrrv-intel-alert_15.html?m=1
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"How the QFS Measures Intent" by Fireswan - 9.15.18 
Entry Submitted by Fireswan at 3:33 AM EDT on September 15, 2018 

 

Simple 

 

Gaia’s gold has an energetic signature.  

 

Every gram, ounce, bar for mined, processed above-ground gold.  

 

Every nugget, vein, alluvial deposit, piece of ore for in-ground gold. 

 

Gold certificates have been made for every bit of the actual physical gold that has been “deposited” into the QFS. The 

currencies we hold have serial numbers associated with these gold certificates. All is accounted for and is already 

reconciled when the certs were made and electronically placed “in the system”. 

 

It is all Gaia’s gold. She is the Sovereign “owner” of ALL of this gold. All of the gold is “stamped” with her signature. 

 

Nova Gaia owns the gold.  

 

Using a hashing algorithm, the energy signature of Gaia’s reclaimed gold combines (resonates) - or not - with the energy 

signature of an organic human. This human has to be of Gaia’s flesh and blood (born her) and the human must have a 

soul. 

 

The unique frequency pattern of the human comes from the I AM Presence of the embodiment (soul-body-mind) of a 

living person.  

 

The hashing algorithm determines if the gold signature and the human signature combines (or not). Think mixer on a 

recording studio mixing board. Are the frequencies amplifying each other or cancelling each other out? 

 

A person with a high vibration (Sovereign) hashes with a large amount of Gaia’s gold. You could say that she’s trusting 

that person to take care of Her resource to put it to good use to aid in her ascension and the ascension of all of her 

kingdoms including her beloved humans who need to learn how to live again. To co-create again. To love again. To use 

their minds, hearts and souls to inspire and bless and care for Her, each other and Heal the Soul of the World. 

 

The QFS just runs the hashing algorithm. Think of a mixing board in a musical recording studio. The mixing board itself 

doesn’t evaluate the sounds played through it. Sounds go together or they don’t.  

 

Can you and Gaia “harmonize”? 

 

Gaia is ascending to a very high vibration as the first planet of LOVE to ascension out of 3D WITH all of her kingdoms, 

including her precious humanity. Those who are trusted to assist and support this process (and lead others) are HER 

Sovereigns. The meek inheriting the Earth.  

 

The ones who hash with large amounts of Her Gold. 

 

We have in our mythology examples of being Gaia’s chosen ones. Think King Arthur pulling a sword out of a ROCK. Think 

Moses who tapped his staff and the Sea parted. Think Yeshua/Jesus calming the storm. Examples of hashing with Gaia, 

although much less geeky than talking about hash graph algorithms. 



 

Sovereigns start the RV because they start the block chains. They’re the first to hash with Gaia’s gold for distribution. It is 

their responsibility to discern the best uses that will do no harm and benefit many. Think the head waters from where a 

major river flows. 

 

Not everyone will be able to handle the spiritual “weight” of a huge amount of gold. They won’t be Sovereigns. They’ll 

participate in some Sovereign’s block chain. This is not a bad thing. Everyone will get exactly what they’re meant to in 

their exchanges. 

 

Higher not Lower 

 

Fireswan 

 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/how-qfs-measures-intent-by-fireswan.html?m=1 

 

 

PREPARE FOR CHANGE SEPTEMBER INTERVIEW WITH BEN FULFORD   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=Tn9UOVeamvk   45 min 

 

 

 

Best Phoenix Lights Documentary Ever Made 
 

I've extolled the talents of the young Mouthy Buddha before. His latest piece offers the best coverage of the 1997 

Phoenix Lights case that I've ever seen, full of details I'd never previously heard, including a classic Men In Black story 

and former Phoenix Vice Mayor, Frances Barwood. 

 

Barwood's politically-unsupported pursuit of the truth saw her ridiculed in the press. The city government refused to 

engage the thousands of witnesses looking for answers so she became the personal recipient of their calls and 

correspondence. 

 

Barwood remembers her calls with a disabled veteran named Richard Curtis who owned professional video equipment 

and who said he'd captured high-quality images of the large object hovering over the valley that revealed the outline of 

the craft. Two weeks after sending her the video tape, he called her to ask her what she thought. She'd never received it. 

 

Curtis explained that he'd been on his way to make a duplicate for her when he was intercepted by two men who 

claimed to be from her office, who offered to make the duplicate for him. Barwood says she only had women working in 

her office. 

 

The manager at the hotel where Curtis lived told Barwood's investigators that he'd seen a black car pull up from which 

emerged two men who "looked identical", wearing dark glasses, black hats and black three-piece suits (in Arizona!) 

going towards his room. The last she'd heard, Curtis had had a bad reaction to a change in his medication and had been 

taken away. Nobody knew what had become of him. 

 

Mouthy takes the most relevant snippets from the existing documentaries about the case and puts them together in one 

place with his usual pizzazz. 

 

Running Time: 22 min 

https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/09/how-qfs-measures-intent-by-fireswan.html?m=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=1&v=Tn9UOVeamvk


https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/best-phoenix-lights-documentary-ever-made/ 

 

 

Qanon September 14 - Military Planning at its Finest 
Praying medic decodes the latest Q ANON 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ikz5kaHBBKQ  29 min 

 

 

 

It was a CIA deception operation, 2370b 
 

 
Important Realization about the SpyGate operation from Bill Still 

According to Fox News investigative reporter Sara Carter, 50,000 more text messages between FBI lovebirds Peter 

Strzok and Lisa Page will be coming out next week. But what is already crystal clear that this anti-Trump effort was either 

a CIA or an old KGB-style disinformation/deception operation from the beginning to try to unseat the new president 

from power – nothing less than a coup d’état. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__MHhPdsbVM   6 min 

 

 

 

Dems Desperate Smear Attempt on Kavanaugh, 2369 

 
There is no way the Desperate Dems can stop Judge Kavanaugh from being confirmed to a seat on the U.S. Supreme 

Court which they have agreed to vote upon on Sept. 20th. So, they are reduced to the typical Democrat sleeze, no-holds-

barred, 11th-hour sex allegations that nearly derailed the Clarence Thomas nomination 28 years ago. Sen. Dianne 

Feinstein claims to have been sent a letter last summer from a woman who refuses to be identified concerning an 

incident that occurred in the early 1980s at a party associated with the high school prom. Feinstein sent a referral for a 

criminal investigation of the incident to the FBI yesterday, but within hours, the FBI refused because it was not within 
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their jurisdiction, not to mention that it was a clear political stunt. The woman who was the supposed author of the 

letter has refused to give any interviews to anyone or make herself known in any way. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCvBE51rsdQ   6 min 

 

 

 

Joe DiGenova - FBI's Top Lawyer Has Flipped 

 
Yes, finally, justice is about to be restored. Indictments are coming out of the newly revealed federal grand jury. Last 

night, Joe diGenova, former U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia, revealed that the former top lawyer for the FBI, 

James Baker, has flipped and is now testifying for the government and against those who participated in the Deep 

State coup détat attempt. On Thursday, diGenova revealed the existence of this grand jury and said that it is charged 

with rooting out the conspiracy among the FBI and Justice Department during the 2016 presidential election and for the 

first months of the Trump administration. Forget about whatever the fake news outlets are trying to sell to their 

audience. This is the leading edge of what will be known as this generation’s Watergate. However, this is investigation is 

not leading to the downfall of a president. Joe diGenova believes that indictments and arrests of top FBI and Justice 

Department officials are coming.  

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7k_6ldonAIw  6 min 

 

Orban and Farage stand up to George Soros and his EU 
Parliament cronies 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kjIS0jZCDE  13 min 

 

 

Vladimir Putin CRUSHES George Soros for all western "leaders" to see 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sjf6hJYO6io   5 min 
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